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the Industrial Internet of wisdom (IIow) will empower the
Industrial Internet of things (IIot) and lead us into the
post digital era. this will change the way nonwoven
media for stationary filters is selected and sold. Interna-
tional filtration News and the american filtration and
separations society (afs) will play an important role in
this increasingly interconnected world.

In 2019, $9 billion will be spent for nonwoven media for
stationary filters.what is included: hvaC air filtration in-
cluding gas turbine inlet filters; liquid cartridge filtration for
industrial, residential, and commercial filtration; dust col-
lectors, which are cleaned by air pulsing, reverse air or
shaking; cross flow membrane support for microfiltration,
ultrafiltration, and reverse osmosis; cloths, bags, and
belts used in liquid macrofiltration.
what is not included: medical device filtration, lubrication
and hydraulic filtration, face masks, automotive and other
mobile filters.

Media manufacturers are generally larger than their origi-
nal equipment manufacturer (oeM) filter customers. their
products are critical to filter performance. the greatest
potential for innovation is in the media. It is therefore im-
portant that the media suppliers understand the filter
products and the processes in which the filters are used.
this has been difficult because the filter manufacturer
has been reluctant to share or may not have process
knowledge.

this situation is starting to change thanks to the advent
of IIot and remote operations and maintenance (remote
o&M). the best example is the 3M filtrete™ furnace fil-
ter. It has a blue tooth embedded pressure sensor, which
alerts 3M when the pressure drop becomes excessive. In
the future there is likely to be prolific data on perform-
ance for millions of hvaC filters. If this same amount of
data were available for all stationary filters, the total cost
of ownership for each type of filter in each application
could be determined. this data would provide media
suppliers with the knowledge they need to innovate and
provide better media solutions.

with the likely proliferation of performance data through
data analytics and remote monitoring, media manufactur-
ers will have the opportunity to work with end users as
well as filter suppliers to provide superior products.
IIow involves interconnecting the people and knowledge
in a way to serve the 4as knowledge needs: alerts, an-
swers, analysis, and advancement.  
In order for a company to determine the serviceable ob-
tainable Market (soM) from the total available Market
(taM) for each product in each process there needs to
be a continuing quest to leverage the 4as.
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International Filtration News is an example of a resource, which provides
the 4as. It provides alerts, which will be valuable in terms of determining
markets and designing products for those markets. a good example is
adrian wilson’s “New Industries will secure Continuous Growth for Non-
woven filter Media.” this feature article provides answers and analysis rel-
ative to markets, competitors, and product opportunities. 

afs conferences are another major source of answers and analysis. the
speeches plus the opportunity for direct discussions provide 3 of the a’s.
the training courses held in conjunction with the conference provide the
4th a – advancement.

International filtration News and afs make all this information available in
archives. the challenge is to make this information readily available when
needed. access to the data needs to be accompanied by extensive deci-
sive classification to identify what is relevant.  

the McIlvaine recommendation is that this task of organizing and classify-
ing the relevant information fall on the shoulders of the filter and filter
media suppliers. In fact they have a big opportunity to convince customers
that they have the best product with the lowest cost of ownership. they
can justify these claims with proper use of the available data. 
the role of the McIlvaine Company is to help suppliers use the 4as to fore-
cast not only the available market but also the soM.

the filter/media supplier program should address each prospect in each
industry and each process within that industry where the supplier’s prod-
uct will have the lowest total cost of ownership (ltCo). lowest total cost
of validation (ltCov) is accomplished with collaboration and a combina-
tion of the 4as, which not only present the ltCo but also validate it by
connecting with the individual purchasers. Magazines such as Interna-
tional filtration News and conferences such as held by afs can not only
be a source of information, but can enhance the ltCov by providing cus-
tomer connections. this is the route to higher sales.

the role that McIlvaine plays is to leverage the 4as to determine the ag-
gregate of the ltCov opportunities. this aggregate is the soM.  the next
step is to find the individual prospects. McIlvaine has identified 20,000
purchasers of stationary filters representing 70 percent of the market.
once the soM is established, a right to win strategy can be prepared.
the role of the filter media supplier should be expanded. the media is the
heart of the filtration process. IIow empowered IIot will allow the media sup-
plier to understand the processes, design media tailored to the process and
communicate the ltCo to the filter supplier and end user.
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Strattegic plan for future opportunities.


